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7. This patient is experiencing hypernatremia.  A, B, C, and D are all appropriate interventions for 

this patient.  When anyone is experiencing fluid issues as indicated by dry mm and changes in 

skin turgor, the nurse should be monitoring the I and O.  With a stated serum sodium level of 

172mEq/L, the electrolytes should be monitored for further changes.  The patient’s serum 

sodium is high, partially be cause of the dehydration he is experiencing; thus the nurse should 

be increasing the fluids PO.  And with hypernatremia, clearly the nurse should provide a reduced 

sodium diet.  E, sodium replacements would be the opposite of what to do and would make the 

patient’s condition worse and F, potassium supplements are not warranted here. 

8. A, D, E….The patient experiencing a MI will present with dyspnea, as respiratory system is trying 

to get oxygen out to tissues when heart muscle is damaged; Chest pressure and fullness from 

muscle tissue death; and jaw pain as pain radiates from left side primarily up to jaw.  This is one 

of the manifestations you don’t see often, unless patient has TMJ, thus significant with cardiac 

patients.  Option B is incorrect as pain is not dull (more related to angina); Cheyne stokes 

respirations, option C is not appropriate, and option F is more relatable to angina.  If you are 

unsure of how to answer this question, just make a chart of angina vs MI and think chest pain 

due to exertion vs cardiac muscle damage. 

9. B…Key here is altered nutritional intake and secondarily that patient has major depression.  

Option A is incorrect as depressed patients may not take in information you are giving them 

about why it is important to eat nor may they care.  Option C is incorrect as the psychiatrist does 

not deal with nutritional concerns directly; and option D is wrong as the patient would need to 

be weighed at least daily.  Option B is the correct answer as small frequent meals are better 

tolerated and not overwhelming to patient who may not want to eat secondary to depression.  

In addition, sitting with patient when they are eating will offer a distraction to them that might 

enhance their intake. 

10. A,B,E…The principles of suctioning a patient with a trach are very specific to prevent the patient 

from becoming hypoxic and/or breaking sterile technique.  The nurse should apply suction for 

up to 10-15 seconds and do that when the catheter is being removed, not inserted.  When 

inserting the suction catheter, it should be inserted to resistance is met and then drawn back 1 

cm and intermittent suction should be applied, not constant, in order to prevent hypoxia during 

the procedure.  Even if you didn’t know that Option C should be hyperoxygenate before and 

after suctioning, the word ONLY should have been clue not to choose; D is inappropriate nursing 

care as we apply suction on withdrawal not insertion. And option F is too high of suction….80-

120 is more appropriate.  And 120 is a 2 for those of you who have seen my numbers strategies. 



11. Having knowledge of the rule of nines is key to being able to calculate the area burned.    Just 

keep adding up numbers as you read the question….entire face/anterior head=4.5% (entire 

head is 9% so divide in 2); Upper half of anterior torso=9% (entire torso is 36% so anterior would 

be 18% and upper half would be 9%).  Lower half of both arms=9% (each arm is 9% so lower half 

of both would be 4.5% X 2 or 9%).  Posterior surface of head gets burned so add 4.5% as you 

already accounted for anterior portion of head. Upper half of posterior torso=9% as the 

posterior portion is 18% (half of entire torso) and then ½ of that.  Add all together for total of 

36%. 

12. In order to prevent the patient from aspirating the NGT on removal, have them Option C, take 

and hold a deep breath.  Option A would not prevent that nor would option B.  Option D is more 

for removal of chest tube. 

13. B…The VP in DDAVP is for vasopressin (press the vessels, thus increasing blood pressure) which 

is needed in patients with Diabetes insipidus as they are losing volume and thus at risk for 

hypovolemia.  Remember that DI is related to the ADH (antidiuretic hormone).  In DI, the patient 

presents with polyuria, polydipsia (but not polyphagia as this is not diabetes mellitus….READ 

carefully on boards).   

14. As in the burn question above, when calculations are given, it is usually a fill in so you will have 

to do the math.  Here, the question is about intake so be careful calculating as the question has 

a lot of information that you need and as I recommend, do the math twice, even if using the 

drop-down calculator on the computer.  Here is the correct calculation:  The key is to use the 

conversion of 30mL/cc=1ounce…..8 oz water=240mL; 8 oz coffee=240mL; 6 oz orange 

juice=180mL; 4 oz soup=120mL; 8 oz iced tea=240mL; 10 oz milk=300mL; 8 oz iced tea=240mL; 

8 oz water=240mL and 24 oz water=720mL….Add for total=2520mL for the 24 hour period. 

15. B, D, F…To properly administer an enema, the nurse should clamp the tubing if the client is 

experiencing discomfort during the procedure; lubricate the tube and insert it approximately 4 

inches; and ensure the temperature is not too hot or too cold, between 100 degrees and 105 

degrees F.  A is wrong as you would position the patient in left lateral Sims or left Sims; Enema 

administration is a clean procedure not sterile, thus C is wrong; The container with the solution 

for the enema should be approximately 8-12 inches (note the 2 in 12) above the anus, thus is 

wrong.  

16. D…When a patient is in traction, the trapeze is used for limited movement, usually up and down.  

The opposite leg and foot is used to help the patient push up, thus if traction is applied to the 

right leg, the pressure ulcer risk would be on the left foot. 

17. C, D, F…Myxedema is associated with hypothyroidism, thus look for options that are associated 

with the patient’s body systems being slowed down due to decreased BMR.  The patient with 

hypothyroidism requires thyroid medication, thus C is correct.  Because the hypothyroid patient 

is often constipated, encouraging them to drink plenty of fluids and eating high fiber foods will 

assist with minimizing this effect of the GI system, thus D is correct.  Cardiac problems are often 

associated with thyroid changes, thus chest pain may be indicative of something more severe, as 

circulation is slow or sluggish, thus option F is correct.  The patient with hypothyroidism is 

usually cold (decreased BMR), thus they don’t need a cool environment.  High fat diets are not 

appropriate as their digestive system is already slowed, thus this might increase weight gain 

which is already a risk.  Iodine preparations are given to patients with hyperthyroidism not 



hypothyroidism, as iodine is often used to decrease thyroid tissue, which would not be 

appropriate with a hypothyroid patient. 

18. C…Laryngeal cancer is often found in patients who have increased risk due to cigarette smoking.  

Chewing tobacco is more associated with gum or mouth cancers; living near industrial centers or 

companies may increase risk of lung cancers and alcohol abuse is more associated with liver 

issues. 

19. C…Whenever a patient, adult or child, has had neurosurgery, there is a risk of seizures post 

operatively secondary to edema and the effect on the circulation of CSF, thus the nurse should 

initiate seizure precautions.  Option A may or may not be true depending on the condition of the 

patient, so A is not the best option here.  Option B should be eliminated for the use of the word 

Always….to defining and may not be appropriate.  Option D  is not necessarily correct with each 

patient, so again not appropriate.  In addition, look at all the options and C is the one that 

addresses the potential risk of surgery, thus again correct.  The other options may or may not be 

appropriate. 

20. C…The key in the question is that the drug is a SULFA drug (Sufi…); these drugs generally can 

crystallize in the kidneys if not taking with plenty of fluids, thus option C is the correct and best 

response.  As an antibiotic, patients should complete the entire prescription as written not stop 

the medication because they feel better; Changes in color of urine do not generally occur with 

sulfa drugs…more associated with pyridium (orange) for urinary pain or tuberculosis drug, 

rifampin (orange); and changing dosage is not up to patient with these drugs; again the drug 

should be taken as prescribed.  Decreasing dosages are usually associated with steroids as the 

patient is weaned off of them. 


